Research Committee 2010 Meeting Agenda
Sunday, October 3 1:30 PM Sierra 1 & 2
Coronado Springs, Orlando FL

Committee goals. Final approval. Peter
Research Symposia. Report on the ones held in 2010 and looking forward to the ones planned for Regions 3 and 5 in 2011. Josh and Peter
Common Reading. Janet
Report on grants and dissertation awards. Marsha and Peter
Research Agenda. Peter and Janet
Research Registry. Update, report. Sarah Naylor
Conference Speaker. Update, report. Gary Padak
Monograph. Peter and Marsha
Sub-committee appointments. Janet

2009-2010 Sub-committee assignments:

- Research grant: Peter Hagen, Sharon Aiken-Wisniewski, Deb Conrad, Pat Hill, Robert Murphy, Julie Traxler
- Student Research Award: Peter Hagen, Mary Beth Mullen, Cornelius Gilbert, Julie Traxler, Wendy Troxel, Pat Hill, Deb Conrad.
- Research Registry: Sarah Naylor, Jennifer Bloom, Ned Donnelly
- Common Reading: Janet Schulenberg, Maren Larson, Sharon Aiken-Wisniewski
- Research Symposium: Kathleen Smith, Joshua Smith, Wendy Troxel, Sharon Aiken-Wisniewski
- Speaker: Gary Padak, Josh Smith, Peter Hagen, Kathleen Smith, Jennifer Bloom, Jose Rodriguez, Janet Schulenberg

2010-2011 Sub-committee assignments:

- Research grant
- Student Research award
- Research Registry
- Common Reading
- Research Symposium
- Speaker